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MicroStation CONNECT Edition – Review 
 

In November 2014, Bentley Systems unveiled its next generation of software, the CONNECT Edition.  

During the Press Release, Bentley announced, that the CONNECT Edition would succeed Bentley's V8i 

software generation, supporting a hybrid computing environment for Comprehensive Project Delivery 

and "completing the reach" to all project participants. Starting with the platform products, Bentley plans 
to launch MicroStation CONNECT later this year, followed by the modelling applications and AssetWise 

offerings at a later stage. 

 

In preparation for its release, MicroStation CONNECT Edition was the first application to be made 
available on Bentley’s Early Access program. This has been the perfect opportunity to delve into this 

new version to learn more about its features and enhancements, as well as provide feedback to Bentley 

to help shape and further refine it. Here, we share some of our findings with you. 

 
Upon initial start-up of MicroStation CONNECT Edition, you’re confronted with the new ‘Welcome Page’. 

This page is intended to introduce new users to MicroStation as well as providing quick links to example 

projects, training materials, news and announcements. As part of the CONNECT ethos, the Welcome 

Page is intended to personalise the user experience and keep users up-to-date and productive. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Each subsequent time MicroStation is started, the Welcome Page is substituted with the MicroStation 

Start Page, a replacement for MicroStation Manager. 

 

At this point, it is worth noting that the configuration of MicroStation has been altered to offer greater 
flexibility and simplicity in the manner by which workspaces are managed. The workspace was once 

regarded as a centralised corporate repository for storage and management of company CAD and BIM 

resources, and in many instances there was a single workspace serving all users within a company. 

With MicroStation CONNECT Edition, this singular approach has been expanded to support the use of 

multiple workspaces within an organisation, enabling different standards, configurations and ‘projects’ 
to be defined for individual clients, assets or departments. A Workspace is still regarded as a container 

for managing standard resources and their configurations, however, its project component has been 
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superseded with ‘WorkSets’. Every WorkSet belongs to a Workspace and is a container for both designs 

and resources, allowing it to define its own standards that override or supplement those dictated by the 

corporate or Workspace standards. The User configuration has also been removed from MicroStation 
CONNECT Edition. 

 

In previous versions of MicroStation, it was possible to open a DGN from one project with another 

project’s configuration (.pcf) active. This could result in missing references and erroneous attachment of 
project-specific settings and resources. In MicroStation CONNECT Edition, a design file is ‘branded’ with 

the WorkSet to which it belongs, and when the user attempts to open a DGN file from a WorkSet that 

isn’t the current one, they are confronted with an alert dialog warning them of the consequences. 

Furthermore, in situations where users are working on multiple projects (WorkSets) within a single 
MicroStation session, CONNECT Edition has the capability to switch workspaces without having to close 

the application. Previously you had to close the active file to return to MicroStation Manager to select 

the relevant Project workspace component. The new Windows-style File Open dialog includes a drop-

down menu for changing Workspace/WorkSet within the current MicroStation session. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Despite having the same appearance for several years, the MicroStation CONNECT Edition user 

interface has undergone significant redesign. In order to provide a more consistent and intuitive 
environment, which is already familiar to those who use Microsoft Office and various other non-CAD 

applications, Bentley have adopted the ribbon-style interface. The ribbon is now regarded as an 

industry-standard with which most people are familiar. Taking this approach promises enhanced 

productivity for existing users and minimal training for those new to MicroStation – a major 

consideration both for existing Bentley product-based practices and those considering a change in CAD 
platform. While the appearance of the application, both from the outside and the inside, has been 

subjected to a major overhaul, the file format still remains the same. 

 

 
 

 
 

Windows-style File Open Dialog 
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The MicroStation CONNECT Edition interface replaces the menus, Tasks dialog and toolbars. Organised 

by workflow, the Ribbon features tabs which are arranged by task. The Ribbon interface can be 
customised both to the individual user’s preferences and also on a corporate-level, and customisations 

from previous versions, such as drop-down menus are supported. Dialogs that were previously accessed 

from the menu bar are now opened via dialog launchers in the Ribbon Groups. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

The overall look and feel of the MicroStation CONNECT Edition Ribbon interface is much cleaner and 

more aligned with Microsoft applications. As well as providing a more familiar environment to new 

users, this restyled interface makes it easier for existing MicroStation users to switch between 
applications without having to completely change mindset. 

 

Keyboard shortcuts still exist in MicroStation CONNECT Edition, along with the pop-up cursor menus we 

came to love in V8i and previous versions. Additional ‘Keytips’ have been introduced to enable keyboard 
navigation through the ribbon tabs and to select tools from the groups within it. An extra ‘Popups’ 

cursor toolbar has also been added providing frequently accessed tools at the end of the cursor. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

To complement the cleaner Ribbon interface, many of the dialogs 

have been cleaned up, giving them a more uniform appearance. The 

Properties dialog is now better integrated to show the properties of 
any selection set as well as tables and parametric cells. Synchronised 

with Explorer, when for instance, a level is selected in Explorer, its 

properties are displayed in the Properties dialog.  

 
With MicroStation CONNECT Edition, Explorer (formerly known as 

Project Explorer) is likely to be incorporated into almost everything 

that you do. Bentley have improved on its predecessor by adding 

functionality for managing non-graphical data, file resources and 
drawing sheets. 

 

The Microsoft Word Ribbon interface  
 

The MicroStation CONNECT Edition Ribbon interface 
 

A dialog launcher to access 

the Named Groups dialog 

Popups menu 
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Building on its original capabilities for browsing and managing content within the current file as well as 

seeing the linked data relating to the whole project, Explorer can be used to review non-graphical 

content (Items), and manage and organise sheet models (via Sheet Indexing).  
 

The Explorer dialog displays information related to the current design such as DGN and DWG files, 

models, references, PDFs, Microsoft Word documents and Microsoft Excel workbooks in a hierarchical 

manner. It also hierarchically lists models in the active project, making the navigation within the project 
easier. 

 

At a file-level, the user can navigate easily through the models, saved views, and references in the 

active DGN, as well as to other supporting resources that have been linked to it. Organised into five 
panels, Explorer can also perform searches for content in the ‘File’, ‘Items’ and ‘Resources’ tabs. 

 

With plans to remove Tag Sets from future releases of MicroStation, Bentley have introduced Item 

Types as a means of attaching non-graphical data to elements in the design. User-defined properties 
can be used to label, report, or change the display of the elements or objects. Items can be attached to 

a Model (Cell) in a Cell Library, an element in a design or an Element Template. The scope of this 

functionality extends to all disciplines, and given the search and reporting capabilities, promises to 

improve the quality and richness of data as well as increase productivity. 

 
A new ‘Reports’ tool provides a simple graphical interface for extracting data from the design in a 

tabular format. As well as reporting on Item Types, properties of elements, design files and the project 

can be included in report tables. Besides providing a powerful scheduling tool, this functionality extends 

to Sheet Indexing. 
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Report definitions are used to determine the layout and content of the report. Results of searches made 

through Explorer can also be saved as report definitions. Once defined, reports can either be placed in a 

DGN (using the new Table tool), or exported to Excel workbook or .csv files. Tables placed in a DGN 
using the Place Table tool can retain an association, causing them to update as and when their content 

changes. 

 

Management and creation of sheets can sometimes be problematic on projects. Often requiring a 
manual process, sheet creation and drawing composition can be time-consuming. Furthermore, tracking 

and numbering of sheets requires serious management and planning to prevent errors later down the 

line. Bentley have given some thought to these issues and have come up with some new innovations in 

MicroStation CONNECT Edition to address them.  
 

The new Sheet Index tab of the Explorer dialog that was previously mentioned has been introduced as a 

means of producing a structured set of documents for the project. It is possible to link any sheet model 

from any design file into the Sheet Index. Sheets can be managed hierarchically in folders, and using 
numbering rules, sheet numbers can be automatically generated for them. Custom properties can be 

attached to sheets and placed as text fields in the sheet model. Once the Sheet Index is populated, you 

can print all or a subset of the sheets using Print Organizer. 

 

To further automate the drawing composition process, Drawing Boundaries have been introduced. 
Identifying a pre-defined area on the sheet model, the drawing boundary provides an easy means of 

quickly locating a drawing on the sheet. In situations where a site or building plan is broken down into 

zones, using the Named Boundary tool, the sheets can be easily set out (with a specified overlap if 

necessary). For more complex designs of a curved nature, roads for instance, Named Boundaries can be 
arrayed along a path. Named boundaries can be saved in a project Drawing Seed Dgnlib, making them 

available to all users working on a project. As with the Create Saved View and Callout tools, the Place 

Named Boundary tool has an option to automate creation of the drawing. 

      
Incorporated into MicroStation CONNECT Edition’s Display Styles are Display Rules. These are a saved 

set of criteria which can be applied to a display style to control the symbology, appearance and display 

of elements. They operate above and beyond the scope of level display and symbology overrides in that 

display rules control appearance and display based on an element’s properties. Elements in a DGN are 

checked against conditions specified by the Display Rule – those that meet the conditions have an 
‘action’ applied to them. The conditions can be properties of an element, file, reference, model, Item 

Type, or a view. Display Rules can be used to accentuate key elements while giving less emphasis to 

those required as a background, or even hiding them altogether. Another possible application for 

Display Rules would be for space planning to apply hatching and patterning to rooms according to floor 
area.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  Elements in a DGN are checked against conditions specified by the Display Rule 

– those that meet the conditions have an ‘action’ applied to them. The 

Condition Editor shown above is where the criteria for selecting elements are 

defined. 
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These features are merely scratching the surface of the new functionality featured in MicroStation 

CONNECT Edition. One last notable feature, which deserves a mention is the introduction of Parametric 

Modelling. In 2D you now have the ability to apply geometric and dimensional constraints, and in 3D, 

many of the solid and surface creation tools are parametric. All solid modification tools are now 
parametric, with the ability to create, modify and manipulate features. This topic alone is worthy of its 

own article! 

 

 

 

CONTACT CADVENTURE 

For more information about MicroStation Connect Edition please call 0207 436 9004 or email us. 

 

Actions that can be applied by a Display Rule include 

hiding elements, applying symbology overrides, Element 

Priority, Display Style Overrides and hatching/patterning. 
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